Research Emphasis:
Dr. Snider’s research interests include mechanisms of disease, treatment of inflammatory and allergic disease, and safety pharmacology. Targeted delivery of oligonucleotide-based therapeutics represents an opportunity for precision control of cell phenotypes and therefore mitigation of immune-mediated disease. Therapeutics are designed to interrupt signaling pathways of canonical activation, function, and phenotypes of immune cells including mast cells. Primary tasks include delivery moiety design, efficacy evaluation, pharmacokinetics including monitoring compartmental biodistribution and subcellular trafficking, and monitoring pathology endpoint (i.e. integrated safety evaluation of potentially therapeutic compounds). Additional projects evaluate controlled release of compounds and passive targeted delivery with nanomaterials.

Applications:
- Allergic disease
- Pseudoallergic response
- Anaphylaxis
- Mastocytosis

Research Strengths:
- Oligonucleotide therapeutics
- Cell penetrating peptides
- Cell targeting peptides
- Pathology endpoints
- Mouse models of allergic disease
- Mast cell culture
- In vitro efficacy testing
- In vivo models of cancer
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